Our Accessories Offer
Home elevators range

Discover our new
accessories range
encapsulating at best
the essence of
Garaventa Lift: a brand
that creates, designs
and builds transcending
convenience, seeking
modernity and beauty.

OUR ACCESSORIES OFFER

Our Luxury Fixtures

Our Standard Fixtures

With a sharper and smoother
design, graceful mirror curves and
stylish durability, the Luxury Fixture
Line combines
luxury and convenience without
compromising style. COP matches
hall stations. Includes a digital floor
display, floor selections buttons with
a mirror finish back-plate, an Ibutton
and key fobs to enhance
security. Hinges for all COP panels to
assist with service and maintenance
will also be included.

With a digital floor display, floor
selection buttons and
emergency stop/alarm button,
our Standard Fixture line
includes safety and security.
Technology is at the core of the
design and it focuses on details
such as an integral telephone
providing a solid and
comfortable feel to both the
Car operating Panels and the
Hall Stations.

All configurations are available in all colour finishes.
Premium - COP and Hall Stations

Polished (Mirror) Stainless
Steel

Polished (Mirror) Gold

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Standard - COP and Hall Stations

Brushed Stainless Steel

Elite - COP and Hall Stations

White Glass

Black Glass

Bronze Mirror Glass

Champagne Mirror Glass
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The advantages of the Luxury Fixture Line
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Discover some highlights of the new features which significantly contribute to the improvement of the capabilities and the aesthetics of the cabins:

I-Button and key fobs to enhance
security. Keys cannot be reproduced.
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Hinges for all COP panels to assist
with service and maintenance.

The Achille buttons in all the COP-s
and Hall Stations with tactile lettering
and a double light
(white LED on background and blue
LED when a call is registered).
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Rated Load (Lift Capacity) labels and
Garaventa logo are now laser edged
on the COPs’ faceplates.

A new customizable display equipped
with all upgraded COPs allowing to
show case customized visual content
(your photos, your company logo…).
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Our Handrails
A handrail is located on the control
wall. Additional handrails can be
mounted for extra passenger safety.
Premium handrails are curved and
return to the mounting wall.

Standard - Handrails

Our Ceiling Lights
Four recessed low-voltage L.E.D
light fixtures illuminate when the
car gate s opened. A choice
between standard and optional
premium is offered to you.

Standard - Ceiling Lights

Black
Brushed Stainless Steel

Chrome

Premium - Handrails

Brushed Stainless Steel

Polished Stainless Steel

Brushed Brass

Polished Brass

White
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